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Service sector grows at slowest rate in six months

Key findings

October sees recovery lose further momentum

Record rise in output prices as cost pressures intensify

Rate of job creation remains strong

The German service sector recorded its smallest rise in business activity for six months in October as the pace of economic recovery lost further momentum. At the same time, there was an intensification of inflationary pressures, with surging costs driving a record rise in prices charged by services firms.

Business confidence towards the outlook nevertheless remained strong and even showed a slight improvement. This in turn helped maintain a rapid pace of job creation.

The headline seasonally adjusted IHS Markit Germany Services PMI® Business Activity Index fell for the third month in a row in October. At 52.4, down from September’s 56.2, the latest reading was the lowest since the current upturn began in May and indicative of only a modest overall rate of expansion.

As well as noting an easing of catch-up effects, surveyed businesses also highlighted a drag on activity from supply chain issues.

The rate of growth in new business at German services firms slowed notably at the start of the fourth quarter. As was the case with business activity, the increase was the weakest in the current six-month sequence of expansion. This was despite a solid and accelerated rise in new work from abroad, linked in part by survey respondents to recovering travel activity.

German services firms reported strong optimism towards the year-ahead outlook for activity in October. Although still below recent highs, expectations showed a marginal improvement from the previous survey period and remained firmly above the historical series average. Many businesses cited hopes that any remaining constraints on activity and travel stemming from the pandemic would fade in the coming year.

Turning to prices, latest data showed inflationary pressures continuing to heat up. Underpinning this was a sharp and accelerated increase in firms’ input costs, which showed the joint-steepest rise in the survey’s history (matching that recorded in June). Firms widely reported paying more for energy, fuel and raw materials, with some also commenting on greater labour costs.

More businesses looked to pass on higher operating expenses to customers in October. As a result, the rate of output price inflation across the service sector ticked up for the third straight month to a survey-record high.

Data were collected 12-26 October 2021.
Business activity across Germany’s private sector showed only a modest rise in October as the pace of growth slowed notably and for a third straight month. The seasonally adjusted Germany Composite PMI Output Index registered 52.0, down from September’s 55.5.

The composite index is a weighted average of the Manufacturing Output Index and the Services Business Activity Index*.

Both monitored sectors posted slowed rises in output and new orders. Measured overall, the rate of growth in new business was the slowest since February, although it remained slightly quicker than that of output.

The rate of private sector job creation was solid and, driven by a faster increase in services employment, even picked up slightly in October. Firms took on staff to expand capacity and curb rising backlogs of work, the rate of accumulation of which was robust but eased to a seven-month low.

On the price front, October saw broad-based accelerations in both input cost and output charge inflation, with the latter hitting a survey-record high.

Business expectations moderated for a fourth straight month to the lowest in the year-to-date, with a drop in manufacturing confidence offsetting a slight upturn in services optimism.

*Composite indices are weighted averages of comparable manufacturing and services indices. Weights reflect the relative size of the manufacturing and service sectors according to official GDP data. The Composite Output Index is a weighted average of the Manufacturing Output Index and the Services Business Activity Index.
Survey methodology

The IHS Markit Germany Services PMI® is compiled by IHS Markit from responses to questionnaires sent to a panel of around 400 service sector companies. The sectors covered include consumer (excluding retail), transport, information, communication, finance, insurance, real estate and business services. The panel is stratified by detailed sector and company workforce size, based on contributions to GDP.

Survey responses are collected in the second half of each month and indicate the direction of change compared to the previous month. A diffusion index is calculated for each survey variable. The index is the sum of the percentage of ‘higher’ responses and half the percentage of ‘unchanged’ responses. The indices vary between 0 and 100, with a reading above 50 indicating an overall increase compared to the previous month, and below 50 an overall decrease. The indices are then seasonally adjusted.

The headline figure is the Services Business Activity Index. This is a diffusion index calculated from a question that asks for changes in the volume of business activity compared with one month previously. The Services Business Activity Index is comparable to the Manufacturing Output Index. It may be referred to as the ‘Services PMI’ but is not comparable with the headline manufacturing PMI figure.

The Composite Output Index is a weighted average of the Manufacturing Output Index and the Services Business Activity Index. The weights reflect the relative size of the manufacturing and service sectors according to official GDP data. The Composite Output Index may be referred to as the ‘Composite PMI’ but is not comparable with the headline manufacturing PMI figure.

Underlying survey data are not revised after publication, but seasonal adjustment factors may be revised from time to time as appropriate which will affect the seasonally adjusted data series.

For further information on the PMI survey methodology, please contact economics@ihsmarkit.com.

Survey dates and history

Data were collected 12-26 October 2021.
Survey data were first collected June 1997.

Flash vs. final data

Flash services data were calculated from 84% of final responses. Flash composite data were calculated from 88% of final responses.

Since January 2006 the average difference between final and flash Services Business Activity Index values is 0.1 (0.6 in absolute terms). Since January 2006 the average difference between final and flash Composite Output Index values is 0.0 (0.4 in absolute terms).
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IHS Markit (NYSE: INFO) is a world leader in critical information, analytics and solutions for the major industries and markets that drive economies worldwide. The company delivers next-generation information, analytics and solutions to customers in business, finance and government, improving their operational efficiency and providing deep insights that lead to well-informed, confident decisions. IHS Markit has more than 50,000 business and government customers, including 80 percent of the Fortune Global 500 and the world’s leading financial institutions.
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About BME

BME is the German Association for Materials Management, Purchasing and Logistics, founded in 1954. It provides services for around 10000 individual and corporate members, including small and medium-sized businesses as well as Germany’s top 200 companies. The BME promotes a dialogue between business and academia, both on the demand and the supply side, by providing the necessary networks for communication and knowledge exchange. The association is open to all company types from any sector (industry, trade, banking/insurance, public sector, service providers, etc.).

Bundesverband Materialwirtschaft, Einkauf und Logistik e.V. [BME], Frankfurter Str. 27, 65760 Eschborn
Frank Rösch E-Mail: frank.roesch@bme.de Internet: www.bme.de.

About PMI

Purchasing Managers’ Index® (PMI®) surveys are now available for over 40 countries and also for key regions including the eurozone. They are the most closely watched business surveys in the world, favoured by central banks, financial markets and business decision makers for their ability to provide up-to-date, accurate and often unique monthly indicators of economic trends.
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